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Introduction

With the imposition of stricter pollution laws, the
traditional methods of outlet design have undergone consi
derable revisions. Optimization of such structures are
planned in terms of providing effective dispersion of the
effluent in a short reach rather than in terms of accom
modating the needs of dredging and navigation. A method
of diluüng the effluents in a fiowing body of water consists
of injecting the former as a counter jet (Figure 1).

This technioal note deals with the eff·ect of changing
the jet ofÎ'entation on the mode of the plane counter jet
fiow. In the stable mode, the jet fiow does not oscillate.
In the unstable mode, the jet oscillates and sweeps a wide
area in the downstream section of the wake. Both visual
observations and hot wire surveys have been made in the
near wake of the jet ta record and establish the frequency
components of the ve10city field. Recently, Robillard
(1971) reported the existence of counter jet oscillations.

Besides jet orientation effects, the interferenee effects of
the injection deviee on the mode of counter jet flow are
also reported. The latter effect is termed as body inter
ferenee effect.

Experimental arrangement
and procedure
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supply to the jet was from the sides of the water tunnel.
The injecting device was a plate like structure which was
1" thick. For a given orientation Cf. of the jet (Figure 1),
the main fiow velocity U was nxed and the jet velocity V j

was increased in steps till the jet began to oscillate. This
procedure was repeated for a range of Cf. and U to establish
the upper range of the ratio k = CV/ U) which denoted
the change from the stable mode to the unstable mode of
the jet. To establish the lower range of the value of k
for nxed values of Cf. and U, the jet velocity was increased
to a very large value and decreased in steps till the jet
switched from the unstable to the stable mode.

To study the body interference effects, the jet injecting
deviee was surrounded by a plexiglass cylinder which was
7.75" in diameter. For these tests, Cf. was fixed at zero
degrees. Even during these tests, the upper and lower
values of k that denoted the changes in the jet mode were
determined.

Visual observation of the flow was made possible by
the use of dye which was injected in the supply line. The
frequency of jet oscillation was low enough to be obtained
directly with t!he help of a stop watch. However, this
procedure was SLUpplemented by means of the hot wire
survey recOl'ds in the wake region and in the vicinity of
the jet exit plane. Figure 3 indicates a few hot film signal
records related to the mode of the Jlow.

Discussion of results

For the discussion of results, the following parameters
are defined. Accordingly,

The experimental investigations were conducted in the
test section of a water tunnel (10" X 72") which was
96" long (Figure 2), The 'depth of fiow was 65". A
two-dimensional injecting device was designed to provide
a plane jet fiow which was 1/16" at the jet exit plane. The
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Velocity ratio k = CV/ U)

Kinematic jet momentum J = V/ t

(1)

(2)
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FIGURE 1 COUNTER JET
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FIGURE 2 WATER TUNNEL (PLAN)
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T,able 1 indicates the results of baby interference tests
in which the relatively large plexiglass cylinder influenced
the jet mode (a = 0) and is indicative of the hysterisis
phenomena. Generally, the switch from one mode ta the
other was abrupt. In the stahle mode, the dye injected
into jet flow showed very little tendency ta diffuse inta
the main stream, while in the unstable mode, the jet wake
swept a large area and was indicative of large scale mixing.

Momentum ratio À = (fi U21) (P tll)

where,
t is the jet thickness (initial)
1 is the length of injecting device (Figure 1)

Body Interference

(3)
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beconsiderable. The data reported is restricted ta
exploratory studies of the counter jet. Regard~ng. the
characteristics of hysterisis, these results only mdlcate
general trends. For a different geometry of the injecting
device the exact critical angles denoting the switching of
jet modes may be different. For further studies, it is
planned ta vary the values of the initial jet thickness a.nd
the length 1 (Figure 1) of the injecting device ta generalIze
the results. Clearly, ,a longer plate length promotes
stability ta the jet, since the jet flow can reattach ta a
longer plate. This suggests the use of À = (J/U 21) as the
more appropriate parameter ta denate the critical angle
for the switching of the jet mode.

It is conceivable that the interference effects (Rama
murthy, 1971, Robi'llard, 1973) will have a stmng influence
on the mixing characteristics of the counterjet wake.

Effect of Jet Orientation

For the studies related ta jet orientation effets, the
enveloping cylinder was removed. The results of tests
related ta the mode of jet flow as a function of jet orien
tation a and k 2 are plotted in Figure 4. The solid lines
indicate the transition from the stable ta the unstable mode
while the dashed lines indicate the transition from the
unstable to the stable mode. Figure 3 displays the nature
of the hotwire s,ignal records registered at different orien
tations of the jet. While recording the signais, the upper
cut off frequency of the tilter was weil above the frequency
of jet osciHation and the frequency of vortex shedding
of the injecting device itself. As one would expect, an
inorease in the jet velocity relative to the main flow
velocity promotes jet instability. In the unstable mode,
the existence of low frequency (large scale) oscillations
are discernible in the hot wire records (Figures 3a and 3b).
On the other hand, when the jet mode is stable, the hot
wire record (Figure 3c) indicates that the low frequency
components are absent. Clearly the smal1 scale structure
associated with the stable mode does not promote rapid
mixing.

At large values of a, the interference effects (Body
interference) due ta the inclined plate like structure may
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Applications

It is not unusual to have a finite orientation (a ~ 0) to
the jet in a field structure to reduce the bed scour potential.
Under suchcircumstances, effective mixing in a given
stretch of the stream can be improved by limiting the
orientation to angles which promote jet oscil1ations. The
counter jet should be set in the unstable mode during the
entire range of operation so that large scale mixing is
present in the wake.
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